Royal Decking Installation Guide
Wood Plastic Composite decking or WPC in short has many advantages compared with conventional wooden decks. Although some would have you
believe that the product being synthetic, it needs no installation care, my experience with many brands has taught me otherwise. This does not
mean that the DIY enthusiasts could not attempt such an endeavour. The opposite is correct. I have found that projects done by such were executed
to the “T” as they are eager to learn the correct procedure and are happy to consult with the professional for the optimum result.
The number one enemy of all decks is water. This is correct with wooden decks and composite decks alike. There is no harm with rain or garden water
washing the deck for long periods at a time. There is an issue for water accumulating under the deck. Such water with no proper drainage and proper
ventilation will turn to vapour which gets absorbed in the deck boards, weakening their structural form. The most important rule when it comes to
deck building is: NO STANDING WATER UNDER THE DECK. My recommendation is to flood the ground or concrete on which the deck will be erected
with water and check for proper drainage. If you find that some parts fail to drain the water arrange for better drainage until you are certain no water
will accumulate under the deck. Please note that you should NOT use ground netting to stop growth under the deck. The netting holds the water and
does not allow it to drain. USING SUCH A NET WILL VOID THE WARRANTEE.
Next, we address the substructure. We would design the substructure according to the type of surface we have. In the case of soil, we would look
to use posts secured by concrete to the ground. In the case of concrete surface we could have a floating substructure with posts not attached to the
concrete.
Deck over a soil surface:
After making sure we have proper drainage we will look to concrete the posts which will hold up the substructure.
An important note when building over soil is the amount of space needed between the soil and the deck boards. The minimum space is 30cm.
If that does not exist excavation is needed making sure of proper water drainage after. At Royal Decking we prefer the following timber for our
substructure. We use pressure treated pine sawed which gives us a clean surface to lay the deck boards on compared with unsawn pine. The pressure
treated allows the pine to be free from wood harming insects. For posts we prefer 100 x 100mm pine, bearers use 150 x 30mm pine and for joist
use 115 x 38mm. A bearer of 150 x 30mm can be supported every 1800mm from centre to centre by a post for domestic application and 1500mm
maximum for commercial application. A joist must be supported maximum every 1300mm centre to centre by a bearer for domestic application and
1200mm maximum for commercial application. See below sketches.
Sketch1: Planting a post in concrete and minimum soil to deck height.

Sketch 2: How to connect a bearer to a post.
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Sketch 3: Connecting a joist to a bearer (two options A & B)
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The gap of the joist centre to centre when laying composite deck is 350mm domestic and 300mm for commercial application. When the deck boards are
fitted in a 45 degree angle the joists are 300mm centre to centre for domestic and 250mm in a commercial application. When constructing stairs the
gap centre to centre is 300mm for the domestic use and 250mm for the commercial application. See below sketches.
Sketch 4: The gap between joists for composite decking (option A, B & C domestic use, option D commercial use)
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Deck over concrete or tiles:
In this instance as long as the surface does not retain water and has proper drainage we are relaxed as to the height between the surface to the deck
boards. One can use smaller sizes of substructure both in the bearer and the joists. You will probably find that much more floating posts and bearers are
needed as the support capacity of the bearers and joints are much smaller. You can determine this by walking on the substructure making sure it is rigid
in all places able to take a person’s weight. Make sure not to obstruct the drainage of water with the bearers or joist.
Decking the boards to the sub structure:
When decking composite boards, we need to understand some qualities of the boards. The composite boards expand length wise where timber expands
and contacts width wise. In the summer the composite decks expand more than in winter. Royal Decking boards expand or contract 1mm for every
1-meter length of board. Every board make has a different expansion value. Each manufacturer uses different raw materials and different procedure in
making the product. That is also the reason for different qualities. Royal Decking boards have never failed and these boards are sold for many years to
Japan and Germany where quality is way more important than price. When possible, decking the boards in a picture frame style is recommended and
when the deck is wider than 4m use a field system. This style gives a much better aesthetic look to the finished product and it will nullify the
expansion and contraction of the boards. See below sketches for correct decking procedure and how to create picture frame style and field system.
Sketch 5: Using Screws
Instructions
1. Pre-drill a 3mm hole 30mm from the front and 25mm from the side.
2. Drive a 4.2mm x 40mm clip screw into the deck.
Note: Do not over tighten as the screw will go through the board.
Make sure to give it a flush finish.
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Sketch 6: Gaps Between Boards
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Sketch 7: Allowing Even Expansion of Boards
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Instructions:
1. Pre-drill a 4mm hole at a 45° angle.
2. Drill a 4mm x 40mm screw into the board.
Note: Do not over tighten as the screw will go through the board.
Make sure to give it a flush finish.

Sketch 8: Double-up on Joist
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Note:
Where two deck boards meet, each needs a full joist support.

Sketch 9: Using Screws on Composite Deck
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Using hidden fasteners:
Royal Decking has simple ‘T’ styled hidden fasteners driven by stainless steel screws with a black coating over the screw. This type is preferred as this
will allow entry to the deck at any section and get to the surface below without dismantling all the boards. You would start and end the deck with
visible screws and follow with the hidden fasteners, see below sketch. Please note that a pilot hole must precede screwing a fastener (screw).
Sketch 10: Picture Frame
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Instructions:
1. Once the first board is fast with screws on the one side, insert a
hidden fastener on every joist on the other side screwing it partly.
2. Fit the next board tight against the partial screwed hidden fasteners.
3. Add another set of hidden fasteners partly screwed on the open
board side.
4. Go back to the first set of hidden fasteners and tighten the screws.
Do not over tighten them as that may strip the screws head.
5. Keep applying step 2 - 4 until the last board.
6. The last board will need a screw on every joist to finish off the deck.
Note:
A starter clip is available
When doing a picture frame, extra joist must be added in between
connectors so a picture frame design can be made.

Fitting a skirting:
Skirting is used around the deck frame to give it a proper finish. When fitting skirting you would fasten it every 300mm at 2 points.
Make sure to create a pilot hole prior to screwing the fastener. See below sketch.
Sketch 11: Creating Fields
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Enclosing:
There is knowledge that comes with years of experience in the composite deck business. We are happy to advise
and follow you through your adventure with Royal Decking. Please take this opportunity so you can achieve the best results possible.

